
Arrears due to Family Pensioners 
 
All Family Pensioners 
 
Sub: 1616-1684 DA difference arrears to be claimed 
 
There are about 287 pensioners /family pensioners have so far not claimed the arrears on account 
of the revised basic of 1616-1684 case. Statewide bifurcation is as follows : 
 
1. Andhra Pradesh         6 
2. Karnataka                 20 
3. Madhya Pradesh        1 
4. Maharashtra             37 
5. Odisha                         2 
6. Punjab                         1 
7. Tamilanadu                 2 
8. Telangana               216 
9. Uttara Pradesh            2 
 
Majority of the cases are pertain to the award staff cadre. And more so of the family pensioners 
/family members of sub staff cadre. They might have not been aware of the arrears are lying with 
the bank / pension paying branch. The Managing Committee Members are requested to contact 
the family pensioners /family members and help them to get the arrears. 
 
Even the operating staff at Branch level are also have either little knowledge or no knowledge 
about the arrears to be paid to the family pensioners /family members. Therefore we need to 
sensitize the branch staff in this regard. 
 
The procedure for payment of DA Arrears is as follows : 
 
The branch has to raise debit entry through IBTS on code No 61020 BGL account No 98731 for 
the amount against the PF No and pay the proceeds to the family pensioner by obtaining the 
enclosed profarma letter of undertaking duly stamped and signed by the family pensioner. 
If the family pensioner is not alive the proceeds of the arrears has to be paid to the legal heirs duly 
meticulously following the procedure for settlement of deceased. 
 
Later the branch need to send the scanned copy of IBTS duly furnishing the details of Serial No , 
PF No, Name of the Pensioner /Family Pensioner to the PPG department, LHO Amaravati, 
Hyderabad. 
 
The PPG Amaravati has sent the list to the concerned branches through email. Branch authorities 
may contact the PPG Amaravati for any further details in this regard. 
 
The list and profarma of the letter of undertaking are sent for your ready reference. 
 
We request all retirees to try to locate the family pensioners in the list and reach them. Pl ask them 
to take help of any elected representative of SBHREA and apply for the arrears due to them.  
 
K. Rohini Rao 
General Secretary 
SBHREA 
 
Dt: 04/01/23 
 


